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Technology-Mate~ials Testing Accelerator 

MODES OF ACCELERATION OF IONS IN A 3-DEE CYCLOTRON 

Mo Jakobson, Mo Heusinkveld, and Lo Ruby 

Radiation Laboratory» Department of Physics 
University of California9 Berkeley, California 

February 29, 1952 

This analysis shows that a symmetrical three-dee cyclotron 

accelerating ions below relativistic velocities has the property that ions 

of differing e/m ratios can be accelerated without changing the frequency 

of the electrical power supplied to the dees or the value of the magnetic 

fieldo The energy gain per revolution of the ions which can be accelerated 

in the various modes are found, considering three identical dees of arbi-

trary angular widthso For these calculations it has been assumed that a 

step-function voltage change occurs at each edge of the deeso 

Ordinarily the three dees are driven with voltages of equal 

amplitudeso The phase relations of these voltages may be of three type~: 

(1) The voltages may all be in phase; (2) the phases may be 120 degrees 

from each other, with the phase of the B dee following that of the A dee, 

and the phase of the C dee following that.of the B dee 9 designated the 

ABC sequence; (3) The phases may be 120 degrees from each other but in 

the reverse sequence, namely ACBo A phase relation of type (2) will be 

considered first in analyzing the possibilities for ion accelerationo The 

voltages on the dees can be expressedg 

VA= V2 eiWot 

VB = V~ 3i(Uiot = 2/3 7T) 

Vc = v2 eiQuot ~ 4/3 7T) 
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Here v2 is the amplitude of the voltages with respect to ground, W 0 is the 

angular frequency of the electrical power supplied to the cyclotron, and 

t is timeo 

As the ion moves along its circular path intbe cyclotron, it will 

complete a revolution in time t = 2rr J,D. = 2rr 11 where..{\_ is its angular 
en- :::n:- • • 

frequencyo If it passes through the center of the A dee at time t = t 0 , 

it will receive impulses at the successive gaps at the times 

t3 = t + 27T + Q 
0 3JL. "2'-:n.. 

t = t + 4TT _ 9 
4 ° 3,.{'\.. "2"1).... 

t = t + 4TT + 9 
5 0 3JL. 2...n... 

t6=t +6rr- Q 0--
3.J\.. 2 ..t\-

where 9 is the width of each dee expressed in radianso 

The energy that this ion receives in going around the cyclotron 

once is found as the sum of the energy contributions at the six dee edgeso 

In order that the voltage on the A dee be zero at t = 0, the imaginary 

part of the voltage. expressions is take no Putting in the values of time, 

as given above» the energy gain per revolution is 

~W = eV2 IoPo [ exp (tw0 (t+S/2..n..~ - exp ( i [w0 (t0 +2rr/3.n.- 9/2~-2rr/3]} 
+ exp { i [.w0 (t0 +2rr/3.n.+ 9/2.n..) - 2rr/3)} - exp{ i[w0 (t0 +4rr/3.n..-9/2.n.)-4rr/3J) 

+ exp { i [w0 (t0 +4rr/3.n..+ 9/2..n)- 4TT/3]J - exp (iW0 (t0 +6rr/.3.n..- 9/2.n.)J]. 
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The quantity e is the total charge of the iono Calling the fixed phase 

angle w 0 t 0 = ¢ and simplifying the expression9 

!J.W = ev2 loP{ exp i¢ [exp (iW0 9/2.n.) =exp (=iw0 9/2.!\..)] { 1 + 

exp [ (2rri/3)(Wof.n. -1)] + exp L (/.n/])(w0)n.=l))} l 
In this .expression the term exp~ gives the simple sinusoidal variation 

of energy gain with original phase angle,the quantity 

[exp(ii.tb9/2..n.) - exp(=i~9/2.n..)] 

gives the effect of the dee width on the energy gain, and the quantity in 

braces gives the effect of the three-dee three phase periodicity without 

reference to the particular geometry of the deeso 

Calling ( ~ - 1) ~ = f and simplifying further 9 

tM = 2 ev2 sin(~)(~) Re [ ei¢ 
1
1 irf J. 

This equation is easily extended to the case where the ion makes 

s revolutions 9 where s is an integer~ in which the gain per revolution is 

Au -- 2 eV2 (Jd \ { ) [ei¢ , 3!-.1 eirf] 
uw sin ~) \ : Re . ~ ~0 • 

If after several revolutions the ion reaches the center of the 

first dee at an rf phase identical to that at which the energy summation 

was b~gun, the series can be terminated to give a unique value ·for 

average energy gain per revolutiono If no such repeat interval exists, 

the series does not terminate and the energy gain per revolution approaches 

zerog 

lim 1 
s~oo s 

3~~1 eirf = 0 

r=o 
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If the ion does reach the center of the first dee at an rf phase 

identical to that at which the summation was begun, then 3sf=2rrm and ei3sf=l, 

where s and m are integers and s gives the number of revolutions of the 

ion a 

If eif i 1, the summation can be expressed 

3s-l 
~ 

r=o 

irf e = 
ei3sf -1 

eif -1 

Since ei3sf = 1, the summation is seen to equal zeroo 

Taking the remaining possibility that eif = 1~ the series 

terminates at s = 1~ which has the physical meaning that the ion makes 

one revolution in an integral number of rf cycleso In this case the 

summation is 

2 
~ 

r=o 

and the quantity f. is further restricted to the values f = 211llo The 

energy gain per revolution becomes 

b.W = 6 eV2 sin(~) (~)cos ¢• . 

Since f = (~ -1) ~' the acceptable ratios ~ are found to be 

i:AJo = Jn + 1 for this mode in which the ion travels in the same direction 
..J'\... 

as the rf phase rotationo 

For a given magnetic field, positive ions will travel in one 

direction around the crclotron and the negative ions will travel in the 

opposite direction, such that a given phase sequence ABC will be in the 

1., 
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direction' of rotation of the positive ions but opposite to that of the 
J 

negative ionso Consequently the foregoing analysis is valid for positive 

ions when the rf phase sequence is ABC, and for negative ions when the 

phase sequence is ACBo 

The geometric factor of the dees, sin~ J t ~} may further 

limit the number of ions which may be accelerated, ioeo it is an ampli-

tude modulating factor for energy gain which may be zero for a given dee 

angular width for some acceleration mode which would otherwise be accept-

ableo 

For the case in which the ion travels in a direction opposite 

to the phase sequence the foregoing analysis still holds~ but with the 

redefinition of the quantity fg 

f = (~ + 1) 2; ~ 
Using the requirement that f = 2rrn, the permissible values of iWo are 

...rL.. 

~ = 3n + 2 51 

where n may take integral positive values including zeroo This:is valid 

for positive ions when the phase sequence is ACB or for negative ions 

when the sequence is ABC, using the convention established earlier that 

a position ion passes through the A, B, and C dees in consecutive ordero 

Designating by v3 the amplitude of the voltages in this sequence, the 

energy gain per revolution i$ given qy the expression 

L\W = 6 ev3 sin(~) t :) cos ¢• 
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For the case in which the three dees are excited in phase, the 

quantity f becomes f = ~ ) ( 2;} and the permissible modes of accelera

tion are &Uo 1= 3no In this case the sign of the charge is immaterialo 
..('\.. 

The energy gain per revolution is again 6.W = 6 eV1 sin t._o )( ~ ) cos ¢o· 

The factor cos ¢ in the equations for energy gain gives the 

variation ~f energy gain with the position of the ion with respect to the 

phase of the d~e voltages~ maximum gain always occurring when the ion is 

at the center of any dee when the instantaneous voltage on that dee is 

zero~ and either becoming negative or becoming positive as required by 

the particular mode consideredo The gain drops to zero as the rf phase 

varies ±90 ° 9 corresponding to ± f}j
0 

x 90 degrees of angular displacement 

of the ion from the center of the dee when the instantaneous voltage is 

zeroo Other considerationsy however, may limit this angle to values less 

than thiso The number of ion bunches present per ion cycle is wJJ o 
..()_. 

Table I gives the results of this analysis in tabular form9 

with numerical values being computed for the maximum energy gain per 

revolution for the cases of 60 degree, 90 degree, and 120 degree deeso 

For dees of other angular widths or dees in which the fringing fields 

are included, the same eH ratios will give the ions eligible for 
m 

acceleration, but with other values of energy gain per revolution, in= 

eluding zero in particular cases, as indicated by the 9 degree columno 

In this table the variable n has been so defined that resulting negative 

values of Wo indicate negative ions and positive values of Wo indicate 
~ ...()_ 

positive ionso In these results_ the magnitude-- of--the- charge ·of the ion 
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is to be included in the factor e in computing energy gain per revolu~iono 

Table II indicates the ions of H2» D2~ and He which can be 

accelerated in the three modes of a 3 dee cyclotron with 60° dees and 

electrical power of frequency W0 = (eH ) o 

. m proton 

These calculations have been made for conditions of exact balance 

of amplitudes of the voltages and exact phase con.ditionso In practice 

these conditions are not ordinari-ly met ~ slight unbalances in amplitudes 

or deviations in phase may occuro From the theory of symmetrical components, 

however, any arbitrary voltage distribution among the three dees both as 

to amplitude and as to phase may be expressed as the sum of the three 

symmetrical components as analyzed earlier ~ the ABC mode~ the ACB mode~ 

and the mode in which the three dees are excited in phaseo This can be 

expressed mathematically 

VA = Vl ei(C<iJot + a) + V2 ei(wot + ~) + V3 si(tHot + y) 

VB= v1 ei(4t,t + a) + v
2 

ei(tlkbt + ~ = 2rr/3)+ v
3 

ei(WQt + y + 2rr/3) 

V _ V ei~t +a) + V ei(tA•'ot + ~ = 4rr/3) + V 6 i(4>0t + y + 4rr/3)o 
G - 1 2 3 

Here VA» VB~ and v0 are the actual voltages on the dees~ including both 

amplitude and phase.\) vl is the amplitude of the 11 in=phase11 component, v2 

is the amplitude of the ABC component~ and V 3 is the amplitude of the ACB 

symmetrical componento The phase factors a.ll ~~ and y are constant phase 

angles arising from the resolution of the dee voltages into the symmet= 

rical componentso 
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If the dee voltages are nearly balanced in one of the phase 

sequences 1 then the amplitudes of the other two symmetrical components 

will be smallo Since to a first approximation the effects of these. 

voltages on accelerating ions are linear, each symmetrical component v1 ~ 

v2, or v
3 

can be considered separately, and the effect of the unbalanced 

dee voltages can be found by adding the separate effects of each componenta 

It is observed from the formulas for permissible modes of acceleration that 

no ion can be accelerated by more than one of the three components, fora 

given magnetic field strength and electrical frequencyo 

These results are significant in that under identical operating 

conditions several different types of ions may be accelerated, either 

intentionally or as contamination productso Only ions with integral multi~ 

plea of the quantity Wof.n. are eligible for accelera tiono For example, if 

the cyclotron is driven in phase sequence ABC to accelerate H+ in its 

+ ++ lowest mode (W0 =~)~ then it will also accelerate 4He and 14N at the 

same timeo In addition, if the voltages on the dees are unbalanced such 

that the ACB and A = B = C symmetrical components are also present, then 

many other ions can be accelerated simul taneouslyo An ion with a non

integral ratio of bOof~~ however, such as He3++ cannot be accelerated 

under these conditions of operation, but can be accelerated only if the 

magnetic field or the electrical frequency of the cyclotron is changedo 

Since submultiples of tf.b}nare excluded, if the cyclotron is adjusted to,_, 

'+ + . + accelerate HH or D in the lowest mode, then ~ cannot be acceleratedo 
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In practice the voltage will not change in a step-function manner 

at the dee edges, but will chang~ gradually over a distance comparable to 

the vertical aperture of the dees. WPen this fringing distance is com

parable to the distance that an ion travels in an rf cycle, which will be 

the case for modes of operation where ~/JLis large, the ion will gain 

very litt],.e energy in crossing any'of the dee edges, and there will be no 

significant acceleration of these ions relative to those of lower ~o1~ 

ratios. 

In the foregoing analysis it has been assumed that the magnetic 

field is constant as a function of radius, resulting in a constant value 

of the ion frequencyJ\-. In order to focus the beam, however, the magnetic 

field or4inarily is decreased with increasing radius, resulting in a 

lqweri~ of the ion frequency as the orbit of the ion expands. For an ion 

which is in resonance at the center of the cyclotron the phase angle ¢ 
will no ],.onger be constant but will vary as the ion moves outwardo The 

permissible limits of variation of ¢ are ± 90 degrees; outside of these 

limits the ion will lose energy to the electric field. Since the total 

phase shift ¢ with respect to the electrical frequency is the sum of the 

increments per ion revolution, a certain threshold dee voltage is required 

to limit the number of revolutions necessary to obtain the desired energy 

and thereby to maintain the phase angle ¢ within the limits given. 

At exact resonance an ion makes a revolution in time T0=2rr/~ 

while for an off-resonance ion it is T = 2rr/~o The change in the phase 

angle per ion revolution is 

!- = W0 (T-T0 ) = 2rr46 (1/.n.- 1/..n-0 )· 
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With respect to the magnetic field 9 

The gain in energy per revolution is 

Combining9 and replacing differences by differentials 9 

Integrating» 

Since sin ~~) (~ ) is nearly constant~ it is taken outside the integralo 

Letting sin ¢2 = sin ¢1 = 2 9 the threshold voltage V0 is obtainedg 

w 

Vo = ~ ~o sin(~~)(~f(HoH: Hz:) 

This formula is of value in comparing threshold voltages for 

various modes of acceleration for a certain ion when the electrical 

frequency may be adjusted but the magnetic field is to be held practically 

fixedo In this case a given energy corresponds to a given radius so that 
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the value of the ·integral will not change and a direct comparison of the 

threshold voltage may be madeo This formula shows that the threshold 

voltage varies directly as the order of the mode~ with a modulating factor 

For example, in accelerating H1+ in the cyclotron with three 9-

degree dees» the ratios of the threshold voltage in the lowest ABC mode~ 

where Wof.Il-0 = 1, to that in the lowest ACB mode, where Wof..n...o = 2~ is 

= sin Q 

2 sin e 
T 

ABC 

ACB 

e 
= cos-. 

2 

This result shows that the threshold voltage for the mode in which tJ0/~0 
is 2 is always greater than the mode in which 6J0 ji\... 0 is lo 

Similarly the ratio of the threshold of the lowest ABC mode» 

where ~o/~0 = 1, to that of the lowest A= B = C mode, where GUoJI\... 0 = 3gis 

v . 39 
ABC = ~ -:z-:_= 

VA=B=C 3 sin 9 
'2 

1- 4 
3 

. 2 e 
s1n 2 

Again the threshold voltage is the mode in wh:ic'h Wof.ll- 0 = 3 is always 

higher than that in which cJo/...n...
0 

= lo Table III lists the relative· ' 
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threshold.voltages for the three modes with dees of various angular widthso 

If the electrical frequency is to be held fixed but the magnetic 

field is to be varied to accelerate this ion in various modes, the value 

of the integral in the expression for the threshold voltage will change 

because of the change in radius required for a given energyo The kinetic 

. . I 2 2 1/2 ·2 energy relat~on W = 1 2 m .n.. r + mr can be used to relate the 

quantities in the integralo This procedure will also be valid for 

different ionso 

Information Division 
3-4-52 gg 
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TABLE I 

3 DEES - 120° SEPARATION 

Angular Width of Dees 60u Dees 

Mode of Acceleration ABC ACB A=B=C ABC • 

Ions Accelerated Wo = -~ 
3n+l 3n+2 3n Jn+l 

..n... ' except 
bn 

i 
Energy gain per turn ' 

n even integer (pas or neg) 3eV0 5o2eV0 6eV0 4o2eV0 

n odd integer (pos or neg) 5o2eV0 JeV0 " 6eV0 

~ = rf angular frequency 

.£"L = ion fre uenc = eH q y 
m 

n = integer 

Number of bunches in each case is -~ per ion cycle 
~ 

90° Dees 

ACB A=B=C 

3n+2 3n ._.. 
except 

4n 

6ei!0 
, 

4o2eV0 

4 .. 2eV0 
n 

: 

120° Dees Q Dees 

ABC ACB ~=B=C ABC ACB A=B=C 

3n+l 3n+2 None 3n+l ~n+2 Jn 

excep·! Wo = 2nrr -- 9 _c)_ 

5o2eV0 5o2eifc 0' 0' 0' 
(I) (!) (l) 
<: < <l 

0 0 0 

" II - - ~ 

fJ:l 1:1.1 fJ:l ..... ..... ....... 
:;:$ !:S ;::.c ........ -'W 'W \JJ 

=l- ~ :;:$ 

1-' 1\) N<D 
~ ~ --= - ,_ 

(Assumes V0 (voltage maximum on the dees) the same~ and a step function change at~ edge of the dees) 

e : total charge of ion 

Q = dee angular width 

D 
I
V1 
i 



Mode 

ABC 

. 

ACB 

' 

I 

A=B=C. l 
I 
\ 
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TABLE II 

IONS THAT CAN BE ACCELERATED IN A THREE DEE CYCLOTRON 
WITH 60° DEES 

WITH w
0 

= (eH) 
\'m Protono 

' Energy at Number of 
Ion Gain Per Turn Radius R Turns (Min).,. 

H+ 3 eV0 w w 
3 eV0 

+ 5o2 eV w w 
D2 0 4 20o8 eV0 ... 

He+ it II II 

D it w w 
2 10o4 eV0 

H+ il 11 II 

2 

+ 
II II II D 

I 

He++ w 
II w 5o2 eV0 

H= 3 eV0 w w 
3 eV0 I 

None 
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TABLE III 

RELATIVE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE 

-, ABC Mode ACB Mode A=B=C Mode 
Dees with .w 0 = 1 with w 0 = 2 with W 0 = 3 

...n.. ..n.. ..1'1-

600 1o00 1ol5 lo50 

9b
0 Oo707 1o00 2o15 

120° Oo577 lo15 CX> 

eo 1 1 3 

2 e 
sin 9 2 sin 3 9 sin- -2-2 
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